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19: Chairman "Zhou Yongzheng"  

   As soon as Wang Yi took a breath, he saw Chief Instructor'Wu Tong' walking 
towards him with a smile on his face. 

As soon as    approached, Wu Tong spoke directly: 

   "Wang Yi, congratulations, you have passed the quasi-martialer examination. Now, 
on behalf of Xtreme Martial Arts Gym, I sincerely invite you to join us!" 

   "Um..." Wang Yi was almost overwhelmed by Wu Tong's single-handed approach. 

   But naturally he would not agree to Wu Tong like that. When Luo Feng joined the 
Xtreme Martial Arts Gym, he had a lot of benefits. It is impossible for him to join Wu 
Tong now. 

   Wu Tong saw Wang Yi's silence, and felt a little anxious. He said, "Wang Yi, you 
are very talented. My Xtreme Martial Arts Gym always values talents the most. As long 
as you join us, we can give you enough treatment!" 

   The other examiners next to him saw the majestic owner of the Yangzhou City 
Hall, and he personally invited Wang Yi to join him, and his eyes were full of envy. 

   But envy belongs to envy, and they also know that they are incomparable to Wang 
Yi. 

  Wang Yi finally spoke, "Chief instructor, I don’t know what treatment the martial arts 
hall can give me. Tell me, I will consider it." 

   Wutong glanced at Wang Yi and suddenly smiled. "Okay, we can talk slowly. It's 
not convenient here. Let's find a place to have a good chat. I think you will be moved by 
the treatment of our Xtreme Martial Arts Gym." 

   "However, there are some things that I can't decide. You have to report to the 
General Assembly Hall. The decision is made by the above. Come with me." 

On the other side, a warrior also began to take over Wu Tong’s seat and continue to 
arrange for the assessment, while Wu Tong took Wang Yi out of the martial arts training 
hall for the assessment and took the elevator to a spacious and bright office-like room 
on the seventh floor. In the center of the room is a silver-white metal round table with a 
hollow hollow in the middle. There are also purple wooden chairs next to it. In the 
corner, there are leather sofas and some rare and beautiful potted plants. 



   Wu Tong looked back and saw Wang Yi curiously looking at the furnishings in the 
house, and smiled: “This is the large audio-visual room of our Yangzhou City Hall. It is 
mainly used for meetings and for communicating and reporting work to it.” 

"Wait for a while. Your situation is quite special. According to your talents, you are likely 
to be recruited to the "Elite Training Camp", the best training genius organization in our 
extreme martial arts legend, but you must first go to Jiangnan. The report from the 
General Assembly Hall will be relayed from the General Assembly Hall to the global 
headquarters." 

   "The global headquarters agrees, and we can decide what treatment to provide 
you." While operating some instrument switches, Wu Tong explained to Wang Yi, as if 
he was afraid he would not understand. 

  Wang Yi nodded after hearing Wu Tong's words. Of course he knew the existence 
of the "Elite Training Camp" of Xtreme Martial Arts Gym. 

   ‘Elite Training Camp’ is also called ‘God of War Reserve’, and is the strongest 
base for training martial artists in the world. 

   And the ‘elite training camp’ only recruits ten students from around the world every 
year. Those who can enter the ‘elite training camp’ are undoubtedly the absolute 
geniuses. 

   Like Luo Feng in the original book, he was recruited into the Extreme Martial Arts 
Gym only after he was 19 years old, with a physical fitness of elementary general level, 
and comprehended the third level of "Ninefold Thunder and Lightning". 

  Wang Yi was eighteen years old, and his physical fitness was close to the 
advanced fighter level before he had practiced the genetic primordial training method. 
He also mastered the ‘micro-level body method’ and was also eligible to enroll in the 
‘elite training camp’. 

   I saw Wu Tong quickly turn on the 3D virtual projection instrument. 

   Then he took a deep breath, "Huh, good luck, the president just happened to be 
online." 

  Usually, it is not so troublesome to contact Wutong and the General Assembly Hall. 
Just a video call is enough. This device will only be used unless there is a particularly 
important and urgent matter. 

   Wu Tong turned his head and said to Wang Yi behind: "When you see the 
president later, remember to respect it. Don't be rude, you know?" 



Wang Yi nodded quickly. He knew that Zhou Zhengyong, the president of the Jiangnan 
Base City General Assembly Hall, was the **** of war among the warriors. In addition, 
he was the chairman of the Extreme Martial Arts Hall in Jiangnan Base City. I'm afraid 
they can be ranked in the top three in the entire Jiangnan base city! 

  Of course, the Supervisors are actually the supervisors in the Xtreme Martial Arts 
Gym in the base city! Generally, one must be a high-level God of War to be eligible! 
However, the supervisor is only responsible for supervision, and generally does not care 
about the affairs of the club! 

The dreamy light quickly formed a three-dimensional projection in the center of the 
audio-visual room, and saw a figure of a man in his 50s wearing exercise clothes 
directly appearing in the center of the audio-visual room, as if a real person was here. 
The only difference from a real person was the surface of the body. There is a faint 
halo. 

   Wang Yi's attention was immediately focused on the wide hands of the man in the 
white exercise suit. His hands were like a fan of a puffball, and one hand was worth two 
hands of an ordinary person. 

   "This is Zhou Yongzheng, the president of the Jiangnan General Assembly Hall of 
Xtreme Martial Arts Gymnasium, a middle-class God of War, and Zhou Yongzheng who 
is also known as the'Iron Hand'?" Wang Yi said inwardly. 

   "Wu Tong, what makes you so anxious to find me?" The man in the white exercise 
suit, who looked like a real person, turned to Wu Tong and Wang Yi, and heard a low 
and majestic voice. 

"Chairman." Wu Tong said respectfully, "Today is the day when our Yangzhou City 
Guild Hall presides over the'quasi-warrior assessment' once a month..." Wu Tong will 
meticulously report Wang Yi's affairs and performance to the people in front of him from 
beginning to end. The majestic white practitioner suits the man. 

   And Zhou Yongzheng's expression began to change following Wu Tong's report. 

"At the age of eighteen, I have never practiced genetics, so he has a physical fitness 
close to that of an advanced fighter level, and he has also comprehended the'micro-
level physical skills' on his own? Is this the little guy?" Zhou Yongzheng looked at Wang 
Yi with a torch-like gaze. . 

   "Yes, his name is Wang Yi, he is from Jiujiang City, our Jiangnan base city." Wu 
Tong said finally, he paused, obviously a little embarrassed. 

   The genius of Jiujiang City actually went to Yangzhou City to participate in the 
assessment of quasi-war fighters, which is really unreasonable. 



However, the chairman Zhou Yongzheng would naturally not care about such a small 
matter. His eyes were shining on Wang Yi, "Wang Yi, right? You just heard Wu Tong's 
words, your talent is very good, you are a genius, if I am now Invite you, would you like 
to join our Xtreme Martial Arts Gym?" 

Zhou Yongzheng then said again: "If you join, I will apply to the top for a place for you to 
enter the'elite training camp'. Of course, it depends on the approval above, but even if 
you can't enter the'elite training camp', you can You can enter the'basic training camp' 
which is a bit worse than the'elite training camp'." 

   "Basic training camp, UU reading www.uukanshu.com is to absorb talented 
geniuses from all over the world, so that they can get the best training!" 

   "The elite training camp is the world's number one training camp. It absorbs all the 
geniuses among the geniuses, and the students are enchanting." 

   "No matter which training camp, you can get far better development than other 
places." 

   "And in other treatments, I can also call the shots and give you the best." 

"In addition to the usual practice of assigning a single-family villa in the Wuzhe 
community for you and your family to live in, you can also get optional cheats with a 
price of less than 500 million yuan, and the cost will be reimbursed by our Xtreme 
Martial Arts Museum. In addition, you can get 100 million start-up capital. What do you 
think?" 

   Zhou Yongzheng's voice echoed in the large audio-visual room. 

   Zhou Yongzheng looked at Wang Yi expectantly. He didn't care much about 
ordinary geniuses, but someone like Wang Yi who could join the ‘elite training camp’ 
was that he also wanted to honour the honourable ‘thirst for talent’. 

   You should know that the elite training camp is also called the ‘God of War 
Reserve Camp’. 100% of those who can go in can become the God of War, and they 
are all that kind of particularly powerful God of War. 

   With Wang Yi's talent and potential, even if he can't enter the ‘elite training camp’, 
he can easily become the **** of war after he has been trained in the basic training 
camp for a few years. 

  Wang Yi came from Jiangnan Base City, and he represents the performance and 
contribution of Jiangnan Extreme Club. 

   How could Zhou Yongzheng not pay attention to such a seedling. 



   The room was quiet, Wang Yi seemed to be thinking, for a long while, under the 
gaze of Wu Tong and Zhou Yongzheng, he finally moved. 

   "Okay, I'll join Xtreme Martial Arts Gym!" 

   Hearing Wang Yi's answer, Zhou Yongzheng's serious face couldn't help but 
slowly show a cheerful smile. 

 


